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The Maria Baldwin House consists of a "T" plan Greek Revival double house of the 1840s
to which ells have been added. The oldest core consists of a rectangular plan front section
of two stories height with an original kitchen ell centered on its rear (east) wall, forming the
stem of the "T". The kitchen ell is of two stories, although each story is slightly lower
than those of the front section. Both sections are set on foundations of pressed brick, now
painted red; both are covered with gable roofs of gray slate tiles. The roof of the front
section is set with its ridge running parallel to the street and is joined at right angles by
the ell's roof. Originally the front section had two chimneys placed symmetrically about
center hallways of the house and rising through the ridge of the roof. The southern chimney
(#194 Prospect Street) survives while that of the northern half seems to have been capped
below the roof. Another chimney is located on the center of the rear wall of the kitchen
ell and rises through the ridge of that roof.
The facade has six evenly spaced windows across the second story, while at the first floor
there are two windows on either side of a double entrance, which occupies the center two
positions of the six openings. The end walls of the front section have two windows at each
story, arranged symmetrically about the center line of the wall, including windows at the
attic and two four pane lights in the basement wall!. Because the kitchen ell is narrower
than the length of the front section to which it is joined, there are two pieces of the front's
rear wall which are exposed, each of which has one window at the first and second stories.
All the windows in the oldest core of the house have two over two sliding sash except the
first floor windows of the south half of the building (^194) which have tw6 over one sash.
At the roofline of the facade and extending around all four sides of the front section is an
undecorated entablature surmounted by a boxed cornice; its presence on the gable ends
combined with the boxed eaves of the gable give the effect of a pediment to each end
wall. The kitchen ell has an undecorated fascia surmounted a boxed cornice at its eaves
on the north and south walls only.
The most prominent feature of the facade is its Ionic portico which is set in front of the double
entry. The portico is one half bay deep and two bays in length. It is approached from a
double set of straight run stairs of six wooden stairs each. Flanking the stairways and run
ning up the center between the stairways are low solid railings constructed of wood. At
the foot of the outer railings are two square wooden posts which terminate in rounded tops.
Wooden picket railings are set into these posts; the railings extend horizontally into the
rising solid railings. In addition a cylindrical wooden handrail runs between each of the two
posts and the outer columns of the portico. Most of the stairways and their fittings appear
to date from the mid nineteenth century, except for the treads which are replacements. The
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Maria Louise Baldwin was one of the most distinguished black educators of the late nineteenth
and the early twentieth centuries. Appointed principal and later named .Master of the Agassiz
School in Cambridge, Massachusetts, Miss Baldwin was the only black in the New England region
to receive such an appointment. She was also one of only two women in the Cambridge School
System to hold the position of School Master. Her interests and energies extended beyond the
classroom into the Boston - Cambridge community where she was a leader and organizer of many
community groups and activities. An effective and commanding orator, Maria Baldwin spoke
to audiences throughout the country on a variety of subjects directed toward informing and
educating her listeners.
BIOGRAPHY
Born in Cambridge, Massachusetts in 1856, Maria Baldwin spent most of her life in this small
college town. She received her early education in Cambridge, graduating from high school
in 1874 and from ; the Cambridge Teachers' Training School in 1875.
Inability to find employment in the area sent Miss Baldwin to Chestertown, Maryland to begin
her teaching career. As the result of pressure from the black community, the Cambridge School
Committee offered Miss Baldwin a position as a primary grade teacher, where she was assigned
to the staff of the Agassiz Grammar School near Harvard University. Her career at the Agassiz
School won her national distinction and recognition in the field of education. When a new
and larger building was erected in 1916, Maria Baldwin was appointed Master of the school,
becoming one of two women in the Cambridge School System and the only black in New England
to hold such a position. In her position as master of the Agassiz School, Miss Baldwin supervised
twelve teachers, all of whom were white, and a student body of 500, the overwhelming majority
of which were also white. Her career at the Agassiz School lasted approximately four decades
during which time she developed a strong and respected reputation as an extremely able and
accomplished administrator, "She had a remarkable power of enlisting the child's cooperation . .
Maria Baldwin's career at the school was a distinguished one that established a national example
of the strong and respected ability of a black female educator.
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The Maria Baldwin House at 196 Prospect Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts is a duplex
structure. A fence circles the property on the northeast and south sides. On the east
side, a garage sits recessed but quite close to the property. Beginning at the point
separating the duplex, proceed west along this fence, south, then east to a point parallel
to the point of beginning. An imaginary line then bisects the house running to the point
of origin.___________________________________________________
LIST ALL STATES AND COUNTIES FOR PROPERTIES OVERLAPPING STATE OR COUNTY BOUNDARIES
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portico is supported by three fluted Ionic columns on the front with plain pilasters (with moulded
capitals) in corresponding positions on the house. Above both columns and pilasters is an undecorated entablature with a boxed cornice and a nearly flat tarred roof. The doors of both
halves of the entrance are multipaned oak doors of a type used in the Boston area during the
1920s and 1930s, both doors are fitted with aluminum combination doors. Each door is set in
plain jambs and flanked by five pane sidelights which, in turn, are flanked by the pilasters.
Connecting each column with its corresponding pilaster is a wooden railing with cylindrical
pickets. Surviving original features of the house are its portico; the wide, low profile mouldings
of the window frames (characteristically Greek Revival); and the entablature cornice (it seems
likely that the house also had corner pilasters to provide visual support for the cornice; they
were probably eliminated along with the original clapboards when the shingles were applied)'
Attached to the rear wall of the kitchen ell and with its facade flush to the line of the rear
wall of the ell is a one story concrete block garage which occupies the entire rear yard of
^194. Its front is on "rock-faced" blocks rising to a low, three stepped parapet, of a type
popular in the 1920s and 1930s. Centered in this wall is a large opening containing three
wooden doors, each with a nine pane light. The side and rear walls are of plain concrete
block, except for the corners where blocks of slightly darker have been laid up in such a way
as to resemble quoining. Two six pane metal windows exist on the south wall, arranged
symmetrically about the center of that wall. The main source of light for the garage is two
multipaned, hipped metal skylights set on the flat tar and gravel roof.
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Hallie Quinn Brown, Homespun Heriones and Other Women of Distinction (Xenia, Ohio:
1926), pp. 188, 189.
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The respect in which Miss Baldwin was held was exhibited by her association with many wellknown educators and intellectuals. Among them were Edward Everett Hale, Thomas Wentworth
Higginson, Julia Ward Howe, William Monroe Trotter, and Archibald Grimke 1 . Charles W.
Eliot, the President of Harvard University, was also among her friends and he often referred
to her as not only one of the most charming of his acquaintances but also a$ the best teacruer
in New England.
Maria Baldwin's interests extended beyond the classroom into the community. For many years
she was President of the League of Women for Community Service, a group of prominent black
women from the greater Boston area, a member of the Council of the Robert Gould Shaw House
Association, the Boston Ethical Society, and the Twentieth Century Club of Boston. As secretary
of the Boston Banneker Club, a scholarly literary society organized in 1875, she often held
meetings at her home of 196 Prospect Street in Cambridge. It was into this home that she also
brought black students attending Harvard University for weekly reading classes. One of these
students was the notable W. E. B. Du Bois.
Miss Baldwin's activities were not limited to the Boston - Cambridge area. A forceful and
very effective lecturer, Miss Baldwin was frequently asked to appear before national audiences.
She appeared most often before teachers' associations in New England and in cities along the
east coast. With a broad knowledge of a wide range of subjects, Maria Baldwin spoke on
such topics such as poetry, history, women's sufferage and historical personnages such as
Abraham Lincoln, Thomas Jefferson, and George Washington. Because of her oratorical
ability she was the first women selected to give the George Washington Birthday Memorial
Address at the Brooklyn Institute in 1879. The subject of her address, "The Life and Services
of Harriet Beecher Stowe" was in keeping with her belief that all such public appearances
should be used as educational forums.
Maria Baldwin continued to lecture, involve herself in community activities, teach and
administer the Agassiz School until her death in January, 1922. The tributes paid to her
at that time are testimony to the high esteem in which she was held. The 1922 class of
the Agassiz School dedicated a memorial tablet to her. The school's auditorium was
named Baldwin Hall, and a scholarship was established in her name. December, 1923 the
League of Women for Community Services in Boston formally dedicated the Maria L. Baldwin
Memorial Library, and in April 1950 a dormitory for women at Howard University was
named after her.
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Maria Baldwin was one of the most outstanding women of her day. Primarily an educator, she
became principal of the Agassiz Grammar School in Cambridge and later master of its secondary
school, the only black and one of two women in New England to hold such a position. Her
career at the predominantly white institution lasted from 1882 until her death in 1922 and her
ability as an educator was noted by such distinguished people as Charles W. Eliot of Harvard,
Julia Ward Howe, and William Monroe Trotter. An effective and persuasive speaker, Maria
Baldwin spoke before numerous national audiences on a variety of topics, and her concern for
the civic and intellectual welfare of the Boston - Cambridge area led her to active involvement
in numerous educational, literary, and scholarly associations.
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Brown, Ha I lie Quinn. Homespun Heroines and Other Women of Distinction. Xenia, Ohio:
The Aldine Publishing Company, 1926.
Crisis. April, 1917, p. 281.
Du Bois, W. E. B. Crisis. April, 1922, pp. 248-9.
Porter, Dorothy. "Maria L. Baldwin." Notable American Women, 1607-1950: A
Biographical Dictionary, 1971, vol. 1.
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